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    With the mileage of the highway increasing, numbers of highway engineering
issues arise, which causes serious damage to the social economy. Ground
Penetrating Radar (GPR) is one kind of high performance non-destructive testing
(NDT) technology. With its precise and efficient performance, GPR is
comprehensively used in pavement inspection. However, limited by the
bandwidth, the range resolution of GPR is not high enough to resolve some kinds
of engineering issues demanding extremely precision measurement.
   In this paper, we focus on the air-filled delamination in pavement layers. By
investigating the characteristics of the composite reflection from a thin layer using
time-frequency analysis, we propose a method to detect the delamination
between pavement layers. We firstly simulated GPR data from an asphalt
pavement model with an embedded air gap of different thicknesses by the
Green’s function method. The time domain signals of the data show that quater of
wavelength is the limited resolution of the thin layer. We apply time-frequency
analysis on the thin layer reflection using short time Fourier transform (STFT) and
find out the relation between instantaneous frequency spectrum and the thickness
of thin layer. It is demonstrated that the peak frequency of the thin layer reflection
and its corresponding magnitude in the spectrum is sensitive to the thickness.
When thickness is less than  quater of wavelength , the peak frequency is higher
than that of the normal interface reflection, and the corresponding magnitude
increases with the thickness. We set up a statistics analysis model between the
characteristic of the instantaneous frequency spectrum and the thickness of thin
layer from a series of experiment data, and a trend curve indicating the relation
between the spectrum and the thickness is drawn. We also conduct indoor
experiment on imitated pavement model, and the result shows the same trend of













layer thickness. If a calibration test using the same equipment is conducted
before the pavement inspection, it is possible to estimate the delamination
thickness by the time frequency method proposed in this paper. In practice, it is a
valid method to detect whether there is delamination thinner than quater of
wavelength just by observing the frequency peak shift of a GPR spectrum
towards a higher frequency compared to the interface reflection wavelet
spectrum.
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